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The problems of additional inventory costs and inaccurate demand estimation caused by
information asymmetry has severely damaged the profits of all participants and restricted
the overall development of the supply chain. New technologies and ideas are urgently
needed to solve these problems. The blockchain technology is widely accepted as a
disruptive technology and a powerful tool to resolve information asymmetry with its
advantage in decentralization, transparency, traceability, confidentiality, immutability,
etc. The introduction of blockchain into the information system will effectively promote
supply chain collaboration by facilitating information sharing among enterprises at various
nodes. The paper builds a consortium chain model suitable for supply chain information
sharing, uses evolutionary game theory to analyze the strategy changes and influencing
factors in the information sharing choices of supply chain participants, and finally verifies
the correctness of the results through MATLAB simulation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The supply chain is a complex system composed of multiple enterprises that realizes organizational
alliance of all links between enterprises based on information flow (Xue et al., 2021). It governs the
circulation of products from manufacturers to customers (Leng et al., 2018). The supply chain is not
only a multi-organizational network for improving circulation efficiency, but also a business network
with value-added at its core, and information flow, logistics flow and capital flow under its
framework. With continuous development of the supply chain, a series of problems have
occurred during numerous transactions on the part of participants, ranging from high trust
costs, tricky transaction disputes, to especially information asymmetry, which has heightened
complexity and fragmentation and made demand forecasting increasingly difficult (Yu et al.,
2018; Fernández et al., 2019) (Yu et al., 2018; Fernández et al., 2019). The supply chain is also
faced with the risk of overcapacity due to low demand realization rate, and excess inventory holdings
have generated additional costs, which in turn have seriously damaged the interests of the nodes in
the supply chain and restricted its overall development.

The rapid development of information technologies, especially the emergence of blockchain
technology (BCT), is considered the fifth subversive innovation after mainframes, personal
computers, the Internet, and mobile social networks (Crosby et al., 2016). It boasts the
advantages of decentralization, transparency, traceability, confidentiality and immutability, etc.
as a powerful tool to solve the problem of information silos (Aste et al., 2017). The application of BCT
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realizes information and knowledge sharing among business
entities (Blockchain white paper, 2019), improves the supply
chain partnerships through machine manufacturing trust,
reduces costs and enhances efficiency (Queiroz and
FossoWamba, 2019). BCT may provide a solution for supply
chain information sharing from a technical level, but a series of
management models need to be introduced.

Therefore, this paper focuses on the adverse effects of
information asymmetry on the supply chain to construct an
information sharing game model based on blockchain. Then it
analyzes the changes and influencing factors of participants’
information sharing behaviors through dynamic evolutionary
games. Trust created by machines for improving supply chain
information sharing helps break the shackles of traditional
collaborative management models.

The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2
presents the literature review in blockchain, SCM, information
sharing and evolutionary game theory. Section 3 elaborates upon
the information sharing architecture and decentralized operation
mode of supply chain based on consortium blockchain. Section 4
establish the game model and analyzes the different kinds of
influencing factors on the choice of strategy. Section 5
dynamically analyzes the six influencing factors and verifies
the results through MATLAB simulation. Finally, the paper
concludes in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Information Sharing in the Supply Chain
Information sharing refers to data exchange and delivery
between different organizations in the transaction or
cooperation process (Lee et al., 1997). High-quality
information sharing is considered the basis for stable and
efficient operation of the supply chain (Zelbst et al., 2010a).
The results of qualitative research show that information
sharing can reduce the risks caused by information
asymmetry, such as alleviating the bullwhip effect,
shortening the order lead time, reducing costs, and
improving operating efficiency (Jeong and Hong, 2019;
Devika et al., 2016) (Devika et al., 2016; Jeong and Hong,
2019). At the same time, some studies have proved through
quantitative analysis that selecting information sharing
strategies among members is beneficial to saving costs and
increasing overall profits (Yu et al., 2001). By comparing the
changes in expected value of revenues before and after sharing
demand and cost information, it is concluded that the total
revenues of the supply chain has increased after information is
shared (Yang et al., 2009).

Based on the research on influencing factors of information
sharing, empirical analysis shows that the sharing behavior is
affected by factors such as input costs, information leakage,
changes in the external environment, and current information
technology levels (Akbulut, 2002). The additional profit
distribution also has a certain impact on the choice of
information sharing behavior for enterprises (Srivastava, 2017).
Some studies have concluded that the trust between participating

companies is obviously positively correlated with information
sharing (Huang and Iravani, 2005). Additionally, some other
researches have collected data from 155 production and service
departments to analyze the extent to which levels of RFID
technology used by enterprises affect information sharing
behavior. The results show that companies with high-level
RFID technology are more willing to share information (Zelbst
et al., 2010b).

2.2 Application of BCT in Supply Chain
The first well-known case of harnessing BCT happened in the
field of financial services, namely the use of Bitcoin as a
cryptocurrency that is now proliferating. The characteristics
of BCT enable Bitcoin to process transactions in a highly
secure and efficient manner. In addition, the legend of the
Bitcoin success (albeit controversial) led people to evaluate the
possibility of applying it to other cases, such as supply chain
management. In contrast to its applications in the financial
sector, the employment of BCT in supply chain management
(SCM) is still in its infancy (Shanley, 2017). The main
difference between the use of BCT in finance and in SCM
lies in their core values: The core value for the former is
information security, whereas that for the latter is system
transparency and traceability (Aste et al., 2017). Targeting
at the difficulties in SCM, BCT excels with its strong
applicability and application value for various links on the
supply chain.

1. Information sharing: Through privacy protection mechanisms
such as information encryption and decryption authorization,
and zero-knowledge proof, BCT can solve the long-standing
contradictions between data privacy and sharing, and
eliminate the worries of related parties in data sharing
(Michael, 2018; Sara et al., 2019).

2. Guaranteeing data traceability and qualification: BCT is a
traceable block-chain data structure constructed in a peer-
to-peer network environment (Kim and Laskowski, 2018).
BCT featured by distributed data storage, traceability,
confidentiality and immutability ensures the authenticity
and traceability of data, which has become a fundamental
factor for anti-counterfeiting, SCM, supply chain finance and
other fields (Lehmacher and McWaters, 2017; Zhou and Qian,
2020).

3. Enhancing mutual trust: Electronic signature plus BCT are
another means to ensure data reliability (Lehmacher, 2017).
Electronic storage of logistics and trade documents in a
credible form solves the problems such as easy loss and
tampering of traditional paper documents, thus ensuring
the authenticity of data and enhancing mutual trust
(Abeyratne and Monfared, 2016; Replicable Typical
Experience and Practices, 2020).

4. Improving efficiency: The entire paperless blockchain-based
transaction process, combined with the automatic transaction
processing with smart contracts, will further enhance
automation and convenience of interactions between
enterprises, and improve collaboration efficiency (Cui et al.,
2015; Apte and Petrovsky, 2016).
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Studies have shown that corporate applications pay more
attention to security, privacy protection, regulatory compliance
and other elements so that the loss of decentralized performance
is acceptable to some extent (Cachon and Lariviere, 2005).
Therefore, the consortium blockchain with a relatively strong
management model has more advantages in terms of efficiency
and safety, and canmeet the needs of multi-agent collaboration in
the industry, which will become the mainstream direction of
corporate blockchain applications in the future (Chauhan and
Proth, 2005; Hu and Feng, 2017).

2.3 Supply Chain Information Sharing
Characteristics Based on Blockchain
Technology
1. Because the traditional supply chain has the characteristics of

long business chain, large geographical span and high
complexity, each node enterprise in the supply chain
basically adopts centralized systems such as ERP, EDI or
Internet/Intranet information integration system. With the
promotion and application of blockchain technology, new
features of supply chain information sharing have also
emerged, mainly covering several aspects.

2. Data ownership has become clear and special agreements have
been made, which to a certain extent motivates companies to
try to carry out data sharing. In the past, it was difficult to
separate data ownership and use rights, resulting in
insufficient incentives for enterprise data sharing.
Blockchain time stamps data blocks through a competition
mechanism, making data on the chain heterogeneous. The
property rights automatically change when data is circulated
between different entities through smart contracts. Under the
condition of mutual supervision of multiple parties, the
consistency of the results of data rights confirmation is
ensured.

3. The upstream and downstream enterprises in the supply chain
have a certain basis for data sharing, but their development
levels are uneven. Under the background of the digital
economy, most supply chain enterprises have undergone
digital transformation and have certain basic digital
facilities. The ability to organize and apply is also not the
same, and the value mined from information sharing and the
rate of return obtained are also inconsistent.

4. As an intangible asset, information plays an important role in
business decision-making, and is its own specific resource and
competitive advantage. With the support of blockchain
technology, the more private information is shared between
the upstream and downstream of the supply chain, the greater
the risk of information leakage and cooperation spillover
borne by enterprises, and other participants will have
opportunistic behaviors such as “free-riding".

2.4 Evolutionary Game Theory
Evolutionary game theory--a mathematical method used to study
and predict the evolution of social interactions--considers
individuals to be rational and then analyzes individual policy
choices and game equilibria (Phelps and Wooldridge, 2013; De

et al., 2016). In the evolutionary game, it is important to
determine that the concept behind the game equilibrium is the
evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS), which is equivalent to the
Nash equilibrium but can also be applied to the evolution of
individual policies. When a state can be maintained under slight
disturbances caused by the dynamic system, it is called a steady
state. In addition to the concept of an evolutionarily stable
strategy, evolutionary game theory also considers replicator
dynamics (RD). According to conclusions derived from the
replication dynamic model, the trend of individual strategy
selection in the population can be better predicted. The
mathematical formula for competitive growth dynamics in RD
is a differential equation that simulates the individual
participating in the game, so it can better describe the effective
rational trend of an individual’s behavior in the population. Some
scholars have used the idea of games to conduct research on data
sharing.

3 THE INFORMATION SHARING
ARCHITECTURE BASED ON CONSORTIUM
BLOCKCHAIN
The prerequisites for the supply chain cooperative games include
information sharing and interactions between alliances; besides,
the agreements reached must be enforced, resulting in a
cooperative surplus. These prerequisites happen to meet the
features of the BCT and are satisfied by it. Therefore, we use
consortium blockchain to provide technical support for supply
chain information sharing and coordination.

First, due to the features of long business chains, wide span of
regions, and high complexity for the traditional supply chains,
each node enterprise on a supply chain basically uses the
centralized system such as ERP, EDI or Internet/Intranet
Information Integration System which are only limited to the
internal management of the company, with no ability to collect or
manage the whole data chain generated in the supply chain.
Therefore, the information between upstream and downstream
members is opaque and lacks interaction, and each node
company cannot cope with market fluctuations. The
advantages of BCT such as the distributed data storage,
traceability, confidentiality and immutability help resolve the
bottlenecks of the geographical dispersion of each subject and
the difficulty of information exchange, and change the traditional
one-way transmission mode to make data collection, verification
and storage more reliable, and information delivery and usage
more flat, thus bringing higher transparency and visibility to
supply chain collaboration. Meanwhile, building a distributed
system based on the blockchain maintains a unique and
transparent database. Each member of the supply chain can
add new data and verify its integrity and validity, access and
retrieve all data stored on the blockchain, thereby greatly
improving the accuracy of each company’s decision-making in
order to better deal with market fluctuations.

Second, the features of the consensus mechanism, encryption
algorithm, and immutability based on the blockchain can ensure
the security and reliability of data without intermediaries. It is
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necessary to know that high costs are required to harness the
blockchain system. Therefore, it can be used to reduce the
intermediate links and transaction costs of each node
enterprise, and effectively solve the fraud and unethical
problems in the process of supply chain information
coordination. At the same time, the smart contract of the
supply chain is generated in the form of code, which can
realize the automatic verification and execution of contract
terms, and improve the operation efficiency of the entire chain.

Finally, the traceability character can help participants track
the exact routes of commodities. By viewing goods logistics
information in real time, upstream and downstream nodes can

more easily manage inventory, and accurately calculate excess
inventory and out-of-stock quantities, reducing human errors
and inventory costs.

Therefore, for the closely related supply chain business
system composed of suppliers, manufacturers, sellers and
consumers, this paper proposes a supply chain information
system based on the consortium blockchain, and require all
participants to join the system only through authorization to
avoid the interference from irrelevant users in a bid, and
meanwhile to reduce the risk of ill-intentioned users
meddling with the supply chain information. Under the
supervision mechanism and certain incentives, each node

FIGURE 1 | The supply chain participant networking structure.

FIGURE 2 | The supply chain information interaction architecture.
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enterprise will be more inclined to provide real information
and participate in supervision for its own interests, and strive
to maintain the overall efficiency of the supply chain. The
overall structure of participant networking is illustrated in
Figure 1, where CA stands for certification authority, namely
each member company, such as the supplier, manufacturer
and seller, which acts as independent certification subject to
certify the authenticity and rationality of the information
shared in the supply chain.

Compared with other participants, the end consumers have
greater randomness and instability. Thus, they do not play to role
of general certification authorities, but they can access database
through authorization. The data generated and shared in the
supply chain is no longer stored separately by its own business
entities but in a distributed information platform based on the
blockchain operating system for all members access. The
architecture of the blockchain-based supply chain information
sharing system is shown in Figure 2.

In response to the actual business needs of the supply chain,
the information exchanged in the system based on the
consortium blockchain mainly includes such aspects as
inventory, sales, orders, production, and logistics. Through
authorized access to on-chain data, the participating nodes
make various business decisions in advance, reasonably
respond to market demand fluctuations, complete various
transaction activities through deployed smart contracts in an
automatic and effective manner, and monitor the status of each
member in real time, thus promoting the supply chain to improve
operational efficiency and profit margins.

4 THE INFLUENCING FACTORS OF
INFORMATION SHARING BASED ON
EVOLUTIONARY GAME
4.1 Model Analysis
As we know, the choice of information sharing is often
affected by companies’ abilities, organizational structure,
input costs and other factors, which turns the process into
a dynamic selection with game features. Decision-making on
information sharing is influenced by four types of factors,
including the information technology level of enterprises,
quantity and quality of shared information (reflecting trust)

among members, risk-taking, and costs (Lehmacher and
McWaters, 2017; Sara et al., 2019; Zhou and Qian, 2020).
Still based on the three-level structure (see Figure 3), the
manufacturer is regarded as Player 1 and the seller as Player 2
to establish the game model and analyze the six kinds of
influencing factors as well as their dynamic influence on the
choice of strategy.

First, the long-term cooperative relationship between the
manufacturer and the seller is examined. When there is no data
exchanging between nodes in the supply chain, each member is
in a state of information asymmetry, and sharing or non-
sharing is optional. The probability for Player 1 to choose the
sharing strategy is x, and to choose the non-sharing strategy is
1 − x; similarly, the probability for Player 2 to choose the
sharing strategy is y, and to choose the non-sharing strategy is
1 − y, while satisfying the conditions of , and 0≪y≪ 1.When
both players in the game choose the strategy of non-sharing,
the cooperative relationship continues, and each subject
obtains the normal income of πN

i . But when only one
player chooses the sharing strategy, according to the
“principle-agent” theory, the other player will obtain
additional speculative returns (Zelbst et al., 2010a; Jeong
and Hong, 2019).

Second, according to the quantitative analysis results in the
previous chapter, when both players choose the sharing strategy,
it can produce the “1 + 1>2” synergy effect, which increases the
benefits of players. Therefore, g is used to represent the synergy
coefficient and satisfies the condition g> 1.

For better describing the game, we define the axioms and
assumptions as follows.

Axiom 1. When both players of the game choose the sharing
strategy, in addition to increasing the direct benefits of the entire
supply chain, they will also obtain certain indirect benefits
(similar to incentives), including a good corporate image and
reputation, increased opportunities for cooperation with other
companies, etc. (Akbulut, 2002; Yang et al., 2009; Srivastava,
2017). Therefore, α is used to represent the incentive coefficient
obtained by selecting the sharing strategy and satisfies the
condition α> 1.

Axiom 2. The trust between members of the supply chain is the
prerequisite for information sharing. When the trust becomes

FIGURE 3 | The three-level model.
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stronger, the amount of information shared will be greater and
the quality also better (Yu et al., 2001; Yang et al., 2009). ωi is
used to reflect the data flows, with the quality and quantity of
shared information denoting the level of trust. When one player’s
shared data flows are larger, the other receiver will generate more
value and benefits for the received information (Zelbst et al.,
2010a; Jeong and Hong, 2019).

Assumption 1. In the game, the internal factors such as operating
conditions, employee literacy, managerial expertise and
organizational structure of each enterprise are different.
Therefore, the ability to collect and use information is also
different. The coefficient ki is used to reflect the ability to
absorb and utilize information.

Assumption 2. While information sharing brings additional
benefits to enterprises, it also calls into demand certain costs.
cBi is used to represent the application costs of BCT that members
need to invest in the game.

Assumption 3. When companies share their own private
information, various potential risks will arise, such as business

information leakage, moral hazards, etc., which will in turn affect
their revenues (Jeong and Hong, 2019). μ is used to represent the
risk-taking coefficient when sharing information.

The notations involved in gamemodeling are listed in Table 1.

4.2 Static Analysis of Evolutionary Stability
Strategies
In this game model, manufacturers and sellers are independent
players. Replicated dynamic equations are formulated to
obtain their respective optional evolutionary stability
strategies.

Proposition 1. The replicated dynamic equation
for the manufacturer to choose the sharing strategy is as
follows:

Fx � dx
dt

� x(1 − x){y[(g − 1)ksωr + αωs] − cBs − μωs} (1)

The following three equilibrium solutions can be obtained by
setting Fx to zero:

xp
1 � 0

xp
2 � 1

yp � cBs + μωs

(g − 1)ksωr + αωs

Proof of Proposition 1
According to the pay-off matrix (see Tables 2,3), it is calculated
that the expected benefits of sharing strategy adopted by the
manufacturer is:

US1 � y(πNs + gksωr + αωs − cBs − μωs) + (1 − y)(πNs − cBs − μωs)
(2)

The expected benefits of non-sharing strategy is as follows:

US2 � y(πN
s + ksωr) + (1 − y)πN

s (3)
Second, the average expected benefits adopted by the

manufacturer is as follows:

US � xUS1 + (1 − x)US2 (4)
Next, the replicated dynamic equation for the manufacturer to

choose the sharing strategy is as follows:

TABLE 1 | List of notations.

Symbols Description

πNi Normal Benefits Under Non-sharing Information of Company i

ωi The Size of Shared Information Flows
ki The Ability to Absorb and Utilize Information
α Incentive Coefficient of Sharing Strategy
g Synergy Coefficient of Sharing Strategy
CB Technology Application Costs of BCT
μ The Risk-taking Coefficient

Based on the previous content, the composition of both players’ income is analyzed in
the game and the pay-off matrix is established.

TABLE 2 | Composition of both players’ income.

Manufacturer Seller

Normal Income πNs πNr
Synergy Benefits gksωr gkrωs

Incentive Benefits αωs αωr

Speculative Returns ksωr krωs

BCT Application Costs cBs cBr
Risk-Taking Costs μωs μωr

TABLE 3 | The pay-off matrix of both players.

Strategy portfolio Manufacturer

The Probability of
Sharing Strategy is x

The Probability of
Non-sharing Strategy is

1 − x

Seller The probability of sharing strategy is y (πNr + gkrωs + αωr − cBr − μωr , πNs + gksωr + αωs − cBs − μωs ) (πNr − cBr − μωr , πNs + ksωr)
The probability of non-sharing strategy is 1 − y (πNr + krωs , πNs − cBs − μωs) (πNs , πNr )
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Fx � dx
dt

� x(US1 − US) � x(1 − x)(US1 − US2) (5)

Finally, substitute Eq. 2, Eq. 3, and Eq. 4 into Eq. 5 to get the
final replicated dynamic equation.

Proposition 2. The replicated dynamic equation for the seller to
choose the sharing strategy is as follows:

Fy � dy
dt

� y(1 − y){x[(g − 1)krωs + αωr] − cBr − μωr} (6)
yp1 � 0

yp
2 � 1

xp � cBr + μωr

(g − 1)krωs + αωr

The following three equilibrium solutions can be obtained by
setting Fy to zero.

The detailed argumentation is omitted, as it is similar to that of
Proposition 1.

Based on the stability axioms of differential equations, it is
concluded that when such conditions are satisfied as the first
derivative Fx � dx

dt
� 0, Fy � dy

dt
� 0 and the second derivative

F′x < 0, F′x < 0, the equilibrium solutions are dynamic
evolutionary stability strategies in a stable state. Therefore, the
replicated dynamic equations for the derivatives are as follows:

TABLE 4 | The Manufacturer’s evolutionary stability strategies.

Alternative
equilibrium solutions

Prerequisites Evolutionary
stability strategy

xp1 � 0 xp2 � 1 yp � cBs + μωs

(g−1)ksωr+αωs

y � yp x*1 � 0, x*2 �1
y ≠ yp yp >1, 0≤ y ≤ 1 x*1 � 0

y* ≤ 1, 0≤ y< y* x*1 � 0

y* ≤1, y* < y ≤1 x*2 �1

TABLE 5 | The Seller’s evolutionary stability strategies.

Alternative
equilibrium solutions

Prerequisites Evolutionary
stability strategy

y*1 � 0 y*2 � 1 x* � cBr + μωr

(g−1)krωs+αωr

x � xp y*1 � 0, y*2 �1
x ≠ xp xp >1, 0≤ x ≤1 y*1 � 0

x* ≤1, 0≤ x < x* y*1 � 0

x* ≤1, x* < x ≤ 1 y*2 �1

TABLE 6 | The evolutionary stable points in four situations.

Evolution situations Manufacturer

y* > 1 y* ≤ 1

Seller x* > 1 ① (0,0) ③ (0, 1)
x* ≤ 1 ② (1,0) ④ (0, 0), (1, 1)

FIGURE 4 | Dynamic evolution diagrams in four situations.
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Fx
′ � (1 − 2x){y[(g − 1)ksωr + αωs] − cBs − μωs} (7)

Fy
′ � (1 − 2y){x[(g − 1)krωs + αωr] − cBr − μωr} (8)

Finally, the corresponding dynamic evolutionary stability
strategies can be found, which is shown in Table 4 and
Table 5.

4.3 Dynamic Analysis of Evolution
The information sharing between upstream and
downstream enterprises along a supply chain is a
dynamic evolutionary process, and is subject to the joint
actions of the participants. Such joint actions form the
combinations of evolutionary stability strategy, which are
listed in Table 6 we make dynamic analysis on the evolution
process:

4.4 Evolution Situation 1
When the conditions yp � cBs + μωs

(g−1)ksωr+αωs
> 1, xp � cBr + μωr

(g−1)krωs+αωr
> 1

is satisfied, it means that the cost of information sharing between
the manufacturer and the seller in the game is more than the
benefits obtained, insufficient to make up for the costs of inputs
and risk-taking. Therefore, the evolution process of strategy
selection will converge to x*1 � 0, y*1 � 0, and the stable point
is (0, 0), namely (non-sharing, non-sharing) as the evolutionary
stability strategy combination of the manufacturer and the seller.

4.5 Evolution Situation 2&3
When the condition y* � cBs + μωs

(g−1)ksωr+αωs
> 1, x* � cBr + μωr

(g−1)krωs+αωr
≤ 1

or y* � cBs + μωs
(g−1)ksωr+αωs

≤ 1, x* � cBr + μωr
(g−1)krωs+αωr

> 1 is satisfied, it

shows that the additional benefits obtained by one player

FIGURE 5 | Dynamic evolution diagrams of parameter C.

FIGURE 6 | The sensitivity analysis of Parameter C.
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choosing the sharing strategy are greater than the costs and risks

involved; while for the other player it is the opposite, namely the

benefits are less than the costs. Then the evolution process of
strategy choice will converge to x*2 � 1, y*1 � 0 or x*1 � 0, y*2 � 1,
and the stable points are (1, 0) or (0, 1), namely, the player with
higher returns tends to choose the sharing strategy, while the
other player with lower returns tends to choose the non-sharing
strategy.

In the beginning, the manufacturer or seller unilaterally adopts
information sharing strategies and can obtain larger additional
benefits. However, as the games are repeated, the input costs and
risk-taking will gradually increase, and eventually both parties
will become unwilling to share information. Therefore, in both
cases, the final strategies for them are non-sharing, namely, the
final stable point is (0, 0).

4.6 Evolution Situation 4
When the condition y* � cBs + μωs

(g−1)ksωr+αωs
≤ 1, x* � cBr + μωr

(g−1)krωs+αωr
≤ 1 is

satisfied, it means that the benefits obtained by the manufacturer

and the seller when adopting the sharing strategy are greater than
the costs and risks, but there are two evolutionary stable points for
both players (0, 0) and (1, 1), respectively representing the
strategy combination (sharing, sharing) and (non-sharing,
non-sharing).

The broken line ADC is the dividing line between two
evolutionary stable points (0, 0) and (1, 1). The figure shows
that in the OADC region, the evolution process converges to x*1 =
0, y*1 = 0, and the stable point is (0, 0); both parties of the game will
eventually choose the strategy of non-sharing. However in the
ABCD area, the evolution process gradually converges to x*2 = 1,
y*2 = 1, and the final stable state is (1, 1); both parties in the game

FIGURE 7 | Dynamic Evolution Diagrams of Parameter μ

FIGURE 8 | The sensitivity analysis of Parameter μ
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choose to share information. The critical point D(xp, yp)
determines the final result of the evolutionary game, and the
strategic choice of the participants will change with the
critical point.

The dynamic evolution diagrams of four Situations are shown
in Figure 4.

5 DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF INFLUENCING
FACTORS AND NUMERICAL
EXPERIMENTS
The evolutionary game analysis of the manufacturer and the
seller shows that whether a player chooses to share
information is closely related to the critical point D(xp, yp),
and the value of the critical point depends on the company’s

capabilities, input costs and risks, and the pay-off matrix of the
game, etc. With the passage of time and the repeated processes
of games, changes in the parameter values of various
influencing factors may cause the game player to choose
different strategies.

From the formula composition of the critical point , it is
known that the value of the critical point is mainly affected by
the six parameter values of each node enterprise on the supply
chain, including technology application costs, risk-taking
coefficient, incentive coefficient, synergy coefficient, the
ability to absorb and utilize information, and the size of
shared information flows. We use MATLAB to simulate
and verify the evolution process of the game model’s
replicated dynamic equations, and discuss the influence of
various factors on the results of the information sharing
strategy choice.

FIGURE 9 | Dynamic evolution diagrams of parameter.α

FIGURE 10 | Dynamic evolution diagrams of parameter.g
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5.1 Technology Application Costs (C)
When the technical application costs of information sharing
are reduced, the values of x* and y* will decrease accordingly,
the critical point D(xp, yp) is closer to the origin O(0, 0), and
evolutionary stable results tend to be the combination of
strategies (sharing, sharing). Figure 5 shows that when
other parameters remain unchanged, the smaller the value
of C, the more initial points converge to point B(1, 1), and the
two players in the game are more inclined to choose the
sharing strategy. Moreover, compared with other
influencing factors, the game player is more sensitive to the
input technology application costs factor in the strategy
selection. When the input costs are reduced by 2 units, both
players evolve from choosing non-sharing to choosing sharing
strategy. The simulation results are shown in Figure 6. It can
be concluded that reducing input costs required for technology

application is conducive to enhancing the willingness of node
companies for sharing information.

5.2 Risk-Taking Coefficient (μ)
When the risk-taking coefficient μ decreases, the critical point
D(xp, yp) moves to the lower left corner of the coordinate axis,
the ABCD area in Figure 4 (i.e., Situation 4) becomes larger, and
the evolution is more likely to converge to point B(1, 1). Both
players are more inclined to choose a combination of information
sharing strategies. In Figure 7, when other parameters remain
unchanged, as the value of μ becomes smaller, more initial points
converge to point B(1, 1), and the probability that both players
choose the information sharing strategy will increase. At the same
time, similar to the input technology application costs factor,
game participants are more sensitive to the risk factors they take
when making strategic choices. When the risk-taking coefficient

FIGURE 11 | Dynamic evolution diagrams of parameter.k

FIGURE 12 | Dynamic evolution diagrams of parameter.ω
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is reduced from 0.3 to 0.2, both players tend to choose the sharing
strategy, and the simulation results are shown in Figure 8. It can
be learnt that safe and effective information sharing channels can
increase the willingness of supply chain member companies for
sharing information.

5.3 Incentive Coefficient (α)
As the incentive coefficient α becomes larger, the critical point
D(x*, y*) approaches the coordinate origin O (0, 0), and the
evolution converges to the point B(1, 1). Both players tend to
choose information sharing, as shown in Figure 9. Based on the
above analysis, it can be concluded that if the shared information
can increase the company’s intangible external benefits such as
reputation and cooperation opportunities, supply chain nodes are
more willing to share information.

5.4 Synergy Coefficient (g)
When the synergy benefits g becomes larger, the critical
D(x*, y*) is also approahcing the coordinate origin O (0, 0),
and the possibility of the player choosing information sharing
strategy increases, as shown in Figure 10. Therefore, improving
the synergy of the supply chain is conducive to enhancing the
willingness of participants for information sharing.

5.5 The Ability to Absorb and Utilize
Information (k)
The ability of enterprises to absorb and utilize information
determines the benefits they obtain through data exchange and
affects their willingness to choose information sharing strategies.
Figure 11 shows that when their ability to absorb and utilize
information is better, the value of parameter k is higer, and the
critical point D(x*, y*) is closer to the origin O (0, 0). It means
that the game players obtain the greater benefits from unit
information, and tend to choose the sharing strategy.

5.6 The Size of Shared Information Flows (ω)
When the size of shared information flows ω changes, the
numerator and denominator in x* and y* formulas change
simultaneously, so the value of critical point is closely related
to the parameter ω. The increase of shared information flows not
only brings the growth of synergetic benefits, but also implies the

increase of risks such as information leakage, which will in turn
affect the willingness of members on the supply chain for sharing.
In order to make node enterprises proactively share more
thorough information, the supply chain needs to set up certain
incentives based on reducing risks to enhance their willingness
for information sharing. As shown in Figure 12, when other
parameters remain unchanged, the larger the value of parameter
ω , the more initial points converge to B(1, 1), indicating that the
collaboration benefits obtained are greater than the risks
assumed, and participants are more likely to choose the
information sharing strategy.

6 CONCLUSION

With the rapid development of information technologies in the
Internet era, market competition has evolved into competition
among supply chains. In order to improve the responsiveness of
supply chains to market demand, reduce costs, and enhance
efficiency, it is necessary to realize information sharing among the
nodes on the supply chain. . To achieve the above objective, we
use evolutionary game theory to studies the change of supply
chain members’ choice of information sharing, analyzes the
strategy shifts between participating companies by using
replicated dynamic equations and phase diagrams, and
discusses specific effects of six influencing factors on
information sharing. In future, we plan to implement a
complete platform for information exchange on the supply
chain based on the emerging blockchain technology.
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